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Abstract— Data analysis in real-world application domains is a very challenging issue. For example,

Thousand Gigabytes of multimedia data get poured into Social media each and every minute. Since social

media and most of the organizations are dealing with Big Data, tools like Hadoop and Spark system are

more appropriate for dealing with those data. Hadoop and Map Reduce analyze the data only in batch

mode. This makes it dificult for the real-time analysis because it increases latency. In order to solve the

above problem, we used Spark streaming to do real-time data analysis. Spark streaming helps to iterate

through the data much faster due to its in-memory processing. This paper presents an online machine

learning system for real-time data. Using Spark streaming, data from online messaging system is streamed

into the local system. Streaming K-means algorithm is applied to cluster the different languages of the

people from various countries. Results show that predictions of the incoming data are accurate and faster

than when Apache spark is used. Our results and methods are compared with other articles which have

used spark streaming for real-time data processing. Queries like total word count and segregation based

on keywords are done and the results are presented. The data are then stored in the local disk for future

querying process.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

We live in a digital world, where technology and in-

formation play an important role in our lives. Data scien-

tists are witnessing explosive growth in Big Data from var-

ious sources like sensors, Internet of Things (IoT) devices,

social media, Internet searching, business transactions and

so on [1]. Apart from storing all these data, predictive anal-

ysis is essential in-order to make sense from the collected

data. Big Data have three Vs: Volume, Velocity and Vari-

ety [2]. Volume talks about the size of the data in TB’s and

PB’s driving the need for batch processing system in dis-

tributed system. Velocity is lots of data coming in small

amount of time and the processing also needs to be done in

limited amount ofwhich pushes into streamprocessing sys-

tems. Variety represents structured, semi-structured, un-

structured, JSON, and XML which drives the need for SQL

and graph processing system. Digging in deep, velocity is

the speed at which data get collected and processed at the

same time to get useful insights. Big Data analytics are in

real-time from primary drivers such as social media, Inter-

net of Things and mobile applications. Whether the users

are using the sensors or mobile applications or searching

on web page, it’s just explosion in real-time data waiting

to be processed. Apache Hadoop is an open source frame-

work, designed for distributed storage and processing of

large amount of data in bundles. Hadoop uses MapReduce

model in which the Map part allocates pieces of data to all

the nodes in clusters equally by splitting the dataset. The

packaged code is transferred into all the nodes and the data

gets processed. Reduce part combines the results from all

the nodes in clusters and provides as onemeaningful result.

Hadoop: Map Reduce [3] was never designed for real-time
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as it is specially built for batch processing system. Map re-

duce causes latencies as it needs multiple transformations

like reading and writing back and forth from the hard drive

while processing. Overhead in the launch of a new job is too

high. Overhead in running map reduce like setting up and

running takes time. Within that time new jobsmight pile up

[4]. Spark made it possible at an affordable cost to analyse

massive volumes of real-time data when Hadoop couldn’t

act on it. Spark on Hadoop is the new big data framework

that supports batch, streaming, machine learning and near

real-time data processing.

The action can be done on the data at the exact mo-

ment it arrives. Spark streaming is an extension of Spark to

do large scale stream processing without any latencies. It is

eficient and fault tolerant Spark streaming [5] is important

because Big Data never even in stateful streaming. There is

an increasing demand for the framework that can do stream

processing like Internet based applications. It allows to cap-

ture, process and analyse millions of events per second on

premises or in the cloud. Instead of just monitoring the IoT,

Spark streaming helps to respond to the real-time data.

Fig. 1 . Spark streaming machine learning procedure

Spark streaming [5] is important because Big Data

never stop growing. Apache Spark is great for processing

massive datasets in one scoop, if we need one time answer

from the big corpus of data or a particular job needs to be

run once a day to create daily report. But if we want to up-

date the results in real-time as the new bits come into the

system, spark streaming is best for the job [6, 7, 8]. Instead

of huge batch jobs like in Hadoop, we can analyse the data

as it comes in one micro section at a time. For example,

click stream data come in from a leet of web servers run-

ning from a massive website. Spark streaming can be used

to connect to an input stream of web logs coming in from

the entire leet of web servers and pass those data out in

real-time using spark streaming and transform the data as

per our needs. The need might be to keep track of sessions,

howmany users are visiting, on click predictions and so on.

Now-a-days, Spark streaming is hot in collecting data from

IoT. As the data come from lots of servers as part of IoT ap-

plication, spark streaming aggregates all the sensor infor-

mation at one place and processes a large scale in a reliable

manner. Spark streaming is also an enabling technology for

the vision of the Internet of Things.

At a high level, data streams come from data sources

like sensors or web logs which feeds us data. Receiver

in spark streaming listens for data ingests the data in-

side spark streaming and breaks the data into small micro

batches of data worth 1 second. The data get processed

after getting converted into Resilient Distributed Data sets

and get updated in some external database. The small

chunks of data get distributed across the clusters which

makes it easier for processing. In streaming processing,

to compute a value the new data get processed in real-

time along with the historical dataset. Often, it requires

some model which has been previously trained with sam-

ple dataset to reduce the processing time. Spark ecosys-

tem, has built-in machine learning libraries for batch pro-

cessing. Recently, deep learning algorithms are also being

implemented in the SparkMLLib. The in-memory facility of

Sparkmakes it easy to handle all the data and process with-

out reading and writing back and forth from the hard disk.

Hence, even if massive amount of data gets poured into the

system, spark can distribute the problem horizontally into

smaller RDDs and process it for quick results. Another ab-

straction of spark streaming is called D-streams called dis-

cretized streams,where theRDDstreamsarebrokenup into

discrete RDDs of the given batch size.

Transforms and actions can be applied to D-Streams

as a whole instead of individual RDD cases. Figure 1 ex-

plains the overall process of analysing the real-time data by

using spark streaming. In this paper, we have used Apache

Spark streaming to process the real-time data. The real-

timedata havebeen collected fromanonlinemessaging sys-

tem which acts as a platform to share information. Five dif-

ferent languages are trainedwith sample dataset and the i-

nal trainedmodel is used to predict the realtime data. After

training, the streaming k-means model is applied by Spark

streaming scala and the algorithm clustered the incoming

messages into the language group more accurately. Once

the clustering is done, the clustered results are stored in the

local disk. The results stored in the local disk are queried
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based on the speciic keywords to ind out the hot topic of

discussion and also the total word counts in each language.

This can be used as historical data and querying is

done for further process like translation of messages. The

results are compared with other existing articles which

have also did the real-time data processing. The similari-

ties and contradictions of our results and their results are

exhaustively discussed. The rest of the paper is organized

as follows: Section II talks about literature review of all the

spark streaming applications. Detailed explanation of the

real time analysis is provided in Section III. Section IV dis-

cusses about the results in an exhaustivemanner and inally

section V concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section describes about the papers which anal-

yse the real-time data using spark streaming. [9] from Uni-

versity of California proposed D-Streams which are called

discretized streams, new programming model which offers

eficient consistency and fault recovery.

Fig. 2 . Real-time online messaging overview

Streams, analysing real-time data becomes much

quicker without latency. Spark streaming with D-Streams

allows users to interact seamlessly with batch and interac-

tive queries.

The main idea behind D-Streams is to treat the

streaming data as a series of mini-batch computations on

tiny intervals say in milliseconds. In detail, the data re

ceived in each millisecond are being stored in a buffer and

then run a Map Reduce [10] operation on each interval of

say 5 seconds, depending on the application. The mecha-

nism is mostly similar to batch processing thus completely

omitting latency by RDD as well as achieving the highest ef-

iciency. RDD [11] is a storage abstraction which is capable

of rebuilding the lost data by tracking the operations that

are used to recompute it. Since RDD is not using any repli-

cation, users have much advantage on storage.

[12] presented open sourcemachine learning library

MLLib with Apache Spark. Machine Learning library in-

cludes several algorithms in many languages such as [13]

is an original model which is built on top of RDDs. SparkML

has new higher level API for constructing work lows. With

SparkMLwe can buildmore prototypes on data science pro-

grams. [14] proposed a better scheduling strategy to re-

duce the latency in spark streaming. Since our applica-

tion computes the incoming data once in every 30 seconds,

the streaming has not suffered frommuch latency. Though,

many real-time applications need to be processed each and

every micro second. For example, 100 GBs of pictures are

being uploaded in socialmedia everyminute. More surpris-

ing statistics about social media can be referred in [15].

Fig. 3 . Build tools timeline

Data from social media like Facebook and Twitter

need to be analysed each and every millisecond. Latency

is a serious issue in applications like social media, sensors

and the like. The paper [16] bench marked some of the

streaming platforms and evaluated on Stream-Bench, a tool

for streaming benchmark. The performance of each indi-

vidual streaming platform is compared as well using sam

ple datasets. [17] presented spark bench, a benchmarking

suite. This application is used to benchmark all the compo-

nents in Spark ecosystem like SQl, Graph processing, MLLib

aswell as streaming. [18] did a case studywith smart phone

traces using streaming data in cyber-physical system. The
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work shows that spark streaming is the best option tomini-

mize the latency asmuch as possible. An algorithm [19] has

been implemented to calculate the trafic in urban areas.

Obviously, while streaming data in real-time applica-

tions anomaly detection plays a big part since it is a chal-

lenging problem to many organizations as data can evolve

dynamically. [20] evaluates the online anomaly by scalabil-

ity and generality. The results show that the method de-

tects anomalies even in high streamof data by using Apache

Spark streaming.

[21] used spark streaming to process the trafic

events whichmove rapidly. The proposed system shares in-

formation about pedestrians, vehicles and the trafic events

with the drives who are using the proposed service. Query

processing is done based on location, road details in the

trafic and the like. Similarly, [22] provides a framework to

analyse the trafic events in real-time using spark stream-

ing. The results show that the streamprocessing givesmore

throughput for large volume of real-time data. Not only the

above works, but there are many more applications and or-

ganizations which beneit from pattern analysing by using

Spark streaming.

We trained themodel using streaming K-means algo-

rithm using scala as a platform. In the slack online messag-

ing, as soon as any user inputs their message, the model be-

gins to identify the language according to our training and

groups themessages in the respective cluster. Slack is anon-

line messaging platform where people from various coun-

tries interact on a similar topic. The training input iles are

created using random text generator. The input languages

we used are Russian, Spanish, English, Serbian and French.

Tomake the stream processing faster, themessage retrieval

should be stable without any latency. If the stream data are

visualized as a chain, the processing cannot be done in time

and thenext upcoming linkwill overpower theprevious one

hence slowing down the entire process.

III. METHODOLOGY

We trained the model using streaming K-means al-

gorithm using scala as a platform. In the slack online mes-

saging, as soon as any user input their message, the model

begin to identify the language according to our training and

group the messages in the respective cluster. Slack is a on-

line messaging platform where people from various coun-

tries interact on a similar topic. The training input iles are

created using random text generator.

The input languages we used are Russian, Spanish,

English, Serbian and French. To make the stream process-

ing faster, the message retrieval should be stable without

any latency. If the stream data is visualized as a chain, the

processing cannot be done in time and the next upcoming

link will overpower the previous one hence slowing down

the entire process.

Fig. 4 . Flow chart of K-means algorithm

Streaming batch interval is set as 30 seconds, in our

messaging system since it deines the size of the batch data

in that particular interval. Spark collects 30 seconds worth

of text messages from the online Slack system to process.

This is the time taken by the Spark to process a set of batch

data within the streaming mini-batch interval. For keeping

up without latency three points are to be considered:

• Scheduling delay should be eliminated, even if there is any

the recovery should be fast.

• The processing time is equal to the streaming batch inter-

val. It should not exceed the limit.

• The streaming rate should be kept high and the data are

continuous so the resources are not wasted.
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Fig. 5 . Various input dataset for training the model

In order to achieve the above conditions, we started

with less mini-batch time and we increased till the latency

and the processing time are not affected. The time inter-

val was altered many times to see the effect it has on the

processing time. After inding a good batch window size,

the number of incoming messages per second is reduced

to a point where the processing time for the window stays

within the window and the scheduling delay stays at zero.

Fig. 6 . Sample clustered results

After the streaming process becomes stable, the

records are processed within the batch time limit. We gave

themaximum number of records to be processed andmake

the cluster results as long the streaming is stabilized. Fig-

ure 1 shows the testing and training part and how to apply

the trained model to predict the incoming streaming data.

We generated a bundle of paragraphs from a website called

random text generator.

Thewebsite has options for generating documents in

various languages as per the user request. We created the

document in ive different languages. As the dataset does

not contain any redundancy, pre-processing is not required

in our case. After training with the pre-deined languages,

the model is applied to predict the streaming data in real-

time. The binding tool is used to bundle the scala programs

into a single package. Since we use a distributed system to

be more effective, the scala program is bundled into a sin-

gle project using sbt simple build tool. Figure 3 shows an

overview of the time-line of all the popular java build tools.

Make is the irst build tool that pioneered the build

automation and allows dependency management. Apache

Ant is implemented in Java language to build java projects.

Apache Ivy is dependency manager as it helps to resolve

the project dependencies. Maven and Gradle are complete

build tools which help to build scala projects. In our paper,

we used sbt which is a standard build tool for all the Scala

applications. Also, the evergreenK-means algorithm is used

to train the model and predict the incoming messages. Fig-

ure 4 shows the basic lowchart working of K-means algo-

rithm [23] with exit condition. Finally, after the results are

clustered into their group accordingly, the results are stored

in the local disk. The results are queried using some basic

requirements to get insights from the messages. We have

irst counted the total number of words in each language.

And also we have selected some key words and queried to

ind out on which topic people have discussed more.

A. Code Explanation

In the previous subsection, detailed demo of the low

of spark streaming machine learning for real-time messag-

ing system slack is discussed. In this section, streaming

programs and relevant codes are explained. Spark Stream-

ing works on a micro-batching of data, which is otherwise

deined as tiny batches of real-time data. The time batch in

our system is set to 30 seconds.

Fig. 7 . SQL results for total word count
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The Spark Streaming starts working on each batch of

data and processes it using Spark engine and passes them

into local disk. The sbt package is connected with Spark

Streaming where both listen to same host and port. The

data are streamed continuously and the trainedmodel is ap-

plied to cluster the languages into appropriate categories.

Spark-submit has been deployed as a whole bundle which

contains many relative codes. The command spark-submit

will call themainmethodwhich is used to train a newmodel

or an existing one. The incoming command line arguments

are model location, train data and the token. Our applica-

tion has two sections to train the model and predict the in-

coming data. Training part of the K-means code attempts to

clear the previous saved models if there are any. Our input

text ile accepts string argument and hence it reads all the

input iles which are present in the directory.

We used the object Utils to convert the input ele-

ments which are in RDD to K-means suitable format. With,

the functions parsed data and number of cluster and iter-

ations the input data are being trained until they reache

the maximum accuracy. Finally, the model is trained with

the sample input languages. For reaching highest accuracy,

input language content can be varied in test and training

dataset. Already saved model is also used for the predic-

tions and cluster predictmethods are to be initialized. Orig-

inal text alongwith D-Stream is returned as the output with

the predicted cluster and the corresponding number. The

method predictOutput is called to save the output directly

into the local disk for future references. The text ile is later

queried and retrieved using Spark sql. The results are then

later translated in English for better understanding.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used 6 node Spark clusters which are based on

commodity hardware. Each node has the same conigura-

tion as follows: 8 GB RAM; Four integrated Gigabyte Eth-

ernet 1000BASE-T ports (RJ-45); 0.5 TB hard drive; 1 CPU

Inter Core i5; 30 MB L3 cache with Hadoop version 2.0,

Python version 2.7 and Spark version is 1.3. The clustering

results are evaluated by cross checking whether the text

messages are grouped in the suitable groups. Figure 5 de-

picts the various datasets which are used for training and

testing the model. From the Figure 6, it can be clearly seen

that the real-time input messages are being clustered into

the appropriate language category.

Most of the research papers about real-time data

analysis have focused on sentiment analysis in Twitter.

There are numerous articles that are based on Twitter such

as sentiment analysis [24, 25, 26, 27], prediction of election

results [28], predicting the recent trends among youngsters

[29] and the like. In our previous work [30], we focused on

the real-time data analysis by using Apache Flume as well

as Spark streaming. Importance of real-time analysis which

makes use of complete open source tools is depicted in the

paper. More than batch processing, streaming in real-time

is trending in various different areas because of many rea-

sons.

Fig. 8 . Comparison of the query results based on the keywords

Our paper focused on business intelligence and ana-

lytics by detecting the online messages and clustering them

according to the corresponding language. It also enhances

data enrichment by combining the live data with the pre-

viously stored data for better analysis and prediction of the

hot topics discussed over the group. Through the streaming

process, our system is able to recommendmessaging group

to the users based on their interests.

The SQL query has been applied to the text dataset

which is stored in the local disk and the total number of

words in each language is calculated. Apache Zeppelin can

be used to show the query results in graph or bar chart

format. However, since we used deined set of languages

and the cluster has very clear results, the bar chart results

wont make much difference. The query can also be applied

in order to retrieve the text message from one particular

person. Moreover the querying can be done in such a way

that the results would be automatically translated into En-

glish. The total count of the words in each particular lan-

guage is counted and the result is shown in Figure 7. Each

clusternumber represents the languageswe trainedand the

count columns give the total count of the words in the real-

timemessagewe received. With Apache zeppelin notebook,

query results can be displayed in graphs or bar charts. In

real-time processing sector, queries over real-time data and
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in-memory computing are the existing solutions. However

in-memory computing through distributed cluster nodes

reduces the latency and can be utilized as cache for disk-

based storage. In our case, themessages are stored in cache

and are being processed. After clustering, the results are

stored in the local disk. Figure 9 shows the query results

of particular keywords in each language. Since the mes-

saging platform is common for all users, we need to ind

speciic topic which helps the users to ind the messaging

group better. Weused three keywords artiicial intelligence,

deep learning andmachine learning. Based upon these key-

words, we queried the saved results, so themessageswhich

are related to the speciic topic popupwhenneeded. In real-

timemessages, the texts get stacked up in a very short time,

since hundreds of people text at the same time in a discus-

sion. From the local storage, querying using the key words

will help to understand which topic has more discussions.

This helps the organization to start a speciic group partic-

ularly for that topic. Apache Zeppelin is used to visualize

the query results far better. It can be linked with Hive and

Pig. If the user wants to query the incoming messages in

real-time, parallel DBMSData BaseManagement System for

joining and aggregation can be applied to reduce the exe-

cution time into few milliseconds even if the incoming data

rate is higher.

Fig. 9 . Data streamed in real-world and it’s execution period

Sincewe focus on real-time data analysis using spark

streaming, we have taken three scientiic research papers

which also dealt with the real-time analysis using spark

streaming. 1st paper did analysis on Twitter data [26],

2nd paper [30] which is also our previous research ana-

lyzed real-time news data and the third article discussed

about monitoring the UBER data in real-time [31]. Gen-

erally, streaming the data from the real-world is done by

Apache lume, Kaka or Cassandra and they are connected

with spark streaming in a data pipeline for further process-

ing and analyzing. All the above papers have the following

things in common which is suitable for discussing the simi-

larities and contradictions.

• Collect real-time data and process the collected data at the

very moment using Spark streaming.

• The common goal of the articles is to segregate the impor-

tant topics from the real-time data.

• The live data are collected and either they are being clus-

tered or classiied using machine learning algorithms.

• The collected data are stored in the local or external hard

drive for future predictions.

• The live data are enriched by combining to the static data

and queries using SQL or other open tools for information

retrieval.

[26] did sentiment analysis on Twitter using KNN

classiication algorithm. Based on the hashtags words, the

keywords are iltered for better emotion analysis. Bloom

ilters are integrated to reduce the space by compacting the

storage needed for the elements. In our previous work [30]

we utilized the best open source tools to collect and analyze

the real-time data. Apache Flume is used to draw the news

data from reuters website, which is an English news chan-

nel. Spark streaming is used to cache and ilter the news

data based on the given keywords. Finally, the live data

and the historical data are combined together and stored

in HDFS. Using Hive and Pig, the information is retrieved for

further processing. Coming to the last article, [31] clustered

the UBER data based on the longitude and latitude.

The model is created by analyzing the historical

UBER data initially using K-means. The data are in CSV

format so schema is fed in advance to achieve the better

performance. Using the created model, real-time data are

streamed using spark streaming and Apache kaka. Later,

the model is used for analyzing the GPS data. As our paper

also follows the similar procedure, we compare the results

using speed and scalability. Figure 9 shows the real-time

data that have been streamed and the time taken. The time

taken and the amount of data collected will vary based on

the application. For example, incoming data will be more in

social media like Twitter whereas in online messaging the

data are little slow. The parameters and keywords while

collecting the real-time data can be changed according to

the user preferences.

• The news keywords can be changed to collect various cat-

egories.

• The latitude and longitude can be changed to collect GPS

data from different locations of the world

•Different languages canbe trained to create amore sophis-

ticated model and better results in online messaging

• Along with sentiment analysis about the emotions of the
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users, predictions can also be done based upon the com-

ments.

Apart from the data collection, the scalability can be

increased by adding more spark servers in a distributed

manner. There are many articles which use other real-time

tools like storm, Cassandra and the like. But Spark stream-

ing is proved to give the best results and quick processing

among others.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, real-time data from the application

named slack have been collected using spark streaming.

Users from different countries message in various lan-

guages. We trained speciic set of languages using ever-

green K-means algorithm. Spark streaming would draw the

messages in real-time and group the messages which are

in different languages in the respective cluster. Then the

data are saved in the local disk for future references and

queries. Spark SQL is used to query the messages accord-

ing to the content. Messages are later translated to English

using translator after querying. Our results are compared

and analysed with other similar researches. The pros and

cons are discussed in detail. Insights are always hidden in

Big Data and tools like Spark and Hadoop are helpful to ind

the insights and patterns. We use analytic models to pre-

dict the future data. Machine Learning and Deep learning

are the key models to process and analyse the data. Event

processing uses these algorithm models to take action in

real-time. Future work includes training the languages us-

ing deep learning algorithm and embedding the translator

while clustering the messages.
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